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In December 2009 Google had a press release, in which they stated that they would
start individualize their users' search results. This is the year individualization
began, according to Eli Pariser, who also coined the expression filter bubble. A filter
bubble is said to occur when a user only receives individualized feeds, causing
them to only consume information that align with their beliefs and excluding them
from contradicting information.
The main goal of this thesis is to evaluate the existence of filter bubbles and the
effects of them. In order to reach the goal, an experiment on a large social media
platform is conducted, as well as a qualitative literature study. The experiment
consists of fourteen bots that are assigned different behaviors which are performed
on a social media platform, which expresses that they use individualization of users'
information feeds. The presented results from the experiment are based on data
crawled from the bots' feeds. The main finding of the experiment is that no
significant filter bubbles are observed and that users experience less exclusion the
more of the feed they consume. The literature study consists of 24 papers that both
do and do not support the theory of filter bubbles. The main effects found are that
filter bubbles fosters polarization of opinions and confirmation bias. It is also said
that this could lead to undermining deliberative democracy.
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Sammanfattning
År 2009 talade Google om att de skulle börja anpassa sina sökresultat beroende på vem
som använde deras tjänst. Detta lyftes fram av Eli Pariser år 2011, som då myntade
uttrycket filterbubbla. Pariser menar att en person befinner sig i en filterbubbla om personen endast konsumerar innehåll som är anpassat efter tidigare visade intressen och
därmed blir utesluten från information som utmanar personens åsikter och övertygelser.
Det är omdiskuterat huruvida filter bubblor existerar eller inte och vilka effekter som
kommer av att en person befinner sig i en. Detta arbete utförs med syfte att utvärdera
filter bubblors existens och effekter på både individen och samhället i stort. För att uppfylla syftet genomförs ett experiment och en kvalitativ litteraturstudie. Experimentet
består av fjorton nya medlemskonton på en stor social medieplattform där en automatisk mjukvara gillar specifika inlägg under sex veckors tid. Plattformen har uttryckligen
framfört att de anpassar användarens flöde av inlägg efter dess beteende. Detta flöde
sparas ner för samtliga fjorton konton, två gånger dagligen under sju veckors tid (en
vecka extra efter att gillandet av inlägg slutat) och analyseras sedan i jakt på filterbubblor. Genom experimentet att skapa filterbubblor på en social medieplattform hittas inga
bevis på att filterbubblor existerar på precis den plattformen. Den kvalitativa litteraturstudien innebär en ingående granskning av vetenskapliga artiklar och avhandlingar inom
området. I de 24 arbeten som utvärderas är det åtta stycken som anser att filterbubblor
existerar. Flera effekter av filterbubblor hittas i litteraturen och en av de negativa effekterna filterbubblor kan ha på individen är att förstärka behovet att bekräfta sina fördomar.
Samhället kan också drabbas av effekter från filterbubblor, såsom försvagande av deliberativ demokrati. Deliberativ demokrati, även kallat samtalsdemokrati lyfter vikten av
kommunikation för att utveckla och förstärka en demokrati.
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Introduction

Introduction

Since 1946, the president of the United States of America receives the President’s Daily
Brief (PDB) [1]. The document consists of high-level intelligence and analysis regarding national security and global news, created by the Directory of National Intelligence.
Throughout the years, since 1946, each president has requested alterations of their PDB.
For example, Barack Obama desired some new, more pertinent topics, such as updates
on cyber threats against the United States [2]. When Donald Trump stepped into the oval
office in 2017, starting his presidency, he did some changes of his daily brief as well. It
is reported by The Washington Post [3] that Trump states he is in no need to get the PDB
regularly and that the Intelligence Community is ranking the order of the PDB’s content
in order to not anger President Trump. President Trump argues that he gets the most
important news at some point anyway. According to Vice News [4], Trump receives, in
addition to the sporadic PDB, a folder with positive news, screenshots of complementing tweets and flattering pictures of the president two times a day. This is described by
three current and formal White House officials as the ”Propaganda Document”.
According to Eli Pariser, December 2009 is the time the individualization on the Internet begun. Google launched a new feature, where they start to individualize their
users’ search result. This means that two users searching the same things end up with
different results based on several different things, such as location, earlier searches, and
interests [5].
As a user, to receive an individualized feed of information which becomes bias, is called
a filter bubble. An example of a filter bubble could be a subjects visibility decreasing in
a users feed, or subjects being excluded from the user because of their interests. Filter
bubbles are often caused by algorithms that decide what the user should see based on
data, like earlier behavior. Meanwhile, filter bubbles may cause users to get isolated
from opposing viewpoints [6]. It is discussed if filter bubbles exist and whether it can
be harmful for users to only get information based on what they are interested in. It is
also discussed whether filter bubbles can cause extremism [7]. The main goal of the
thesis is to evaluate the existence of filter bubbles and their effects on individuals and
society. With the purpose of reaching the goal, the following questions are answered
and discussed:
RQ1: Do filter bubbles exist on a social media platform?
RQ2: What evidence is available for the existence of filter bubbles?
RQ3: What positive and negative effects do a filter bubble have on the
individual?
RQ4: What positive and negative effects do filter bubbles have on society?
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In this thesis, an experiment on a large social media platform and a qualitative literature
study are conducted. In the experiment, fourteen bots are used to mimic users with different behaviors in order to find signs of filter bubbles and answer RQ1. In the literature
study, 24 papers and articles are reviewed in order to find current research on the subject. Subsequently, the results from the literature study are used to answer RQ2, RQ3,
and RQ4.
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Background

In this section, background information is brought up together with necessary definitions. Most importantly, filter bubbles are defined in this section which is crucial for
understanding the context of the work.
In the book Gatekeeping theory, by P.J. Shoemaker and T. Vos [8] the gatekeeping
theory is thoroughly explained and discussed. Gatekeeper is the meaning of someone deciding what information to show, which is also brought up by Eli Pariser in his
TEDtalk [9]. An example of a classical gatekeeper is the editor of a newspaper. The
editor decides what news are visible in each paper. As the Internet grows, the role of
gatekeeper is shifting more towards the reader, as they can interact and share the articles
between them or on other places on the Internet, such as blogs [8]. It is also discussed
if the data of which articles readers shared the most is used by the editors in the gatekeeping decision.
As social media grows, more people use them as their main source of news [10]. Many
social media outlets use algorithms to customize the content to their user’s interests,
some examples of this are Facebook [11], Google-searches [12] and Instagram [13].
According to Pariser [9], the gatekeeper role is now somewhat shifting towards the
customization-algorithms used by social media. Pariser means that these algorithms remove content that the user is not interested in, and therefore act as gatekeepers to what
news should reach the end user.
In 2015, Eytan Bakshy et al. [14], data scientists at the social media platform Facebook,
examines how users of the platform interact with socially shared news. The study is
performed by examining anonymized data from 10.1 million Facebook users from The
United States, that have voluntarily stated their ideological affiliation. The authors claim
that how much cross-cutting content individuals are exposed to, depends on who their
friends are and what information the network of friends shares. It is also stated that
user behaviors, such as clicking, interactions with certain friends, and time spent on
Facebook, contributes to how the ranking algorithm affects their individual news feed.
According to the study, the ideologically content diversity, content with information
from multiple points of view, is reduced by 5% for conservatives users and 8% for liberal
users after their News Feed have been ranked. Conclusively, the authors argue that
choices made by individuals limit the average content diversity more than algorithms.
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Definition of a Filter Bubble

A filter bubble occurs when some subjects are excluded, or significantly decreased in
the main content for a user. In 2011, Eli Pariser coined the term filter bubble in his
book The Filter Bubble: What The Internet Is Hiding From You [5]. Pariser states that
when web pages start to personalize content using algorithms, a user will only see things
they earlier showed interests in. The problem with filter bubbles is that a user does not
choose which bubble they belong to, which they would do in the real world when they,
for example, pick a TV channel.
When discussing the filter bubble in this thesis it is taken into consideration if the filter
bubble comes of implicit or explicit individualization. The terms are presented by E.
Bozdag in his paper [15] about bias algorithms. Bozdag uses the terms when describing
ways of creating a user profile on which the individualization is based on. Below are
the exact definitions used by Bozdag.
”Explicitly: the user customizes the information source himself. The user
can register his interests or demographic information before the personalization starts. The user can also rate topics of interest.
Implicitly: the system determines what the user is interested in through
various factors, including web usage mining (i.e., previous interaction with
the system such as click throughs, browsing history, previous queries, time
spend reading information about a product), IP address, cookies, session
id’s, etc.”
Something that is important to emphasize, is that filter bubbles existence is discussed.
Many research papers have debunked it to be a myth, while others have found evidence
of filter bubbles online. This thesis does not take for granted that filter bubbles exist, but
rather strives to find evidence of whether they do and what possible effects that can be
found.

2.2

Echo Chambers

An echo chamber is, according to the Oxford Dictionary:
”An environment in which a person encounters only beliefs or opinions
that coincide with their own, so that their existing views are reinforced and
alternative ideas are not considered.” [16]
4
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In other words, an echo chamber is a chamber which echoes your own opinions back to
you. Someone in an echo chamber might not receive diverse opinions, but only opinions
similar to their own.
According to E. Bakshy et al. [14], in similarity to filter bubbles, echo chamber is a
concept discussing how individuals are exposed to different content and opinions. The
difference is that echo chambers focus on people being exposed to information from
likeminded people. Filter bubbles focus on the way algorithms change your content
based on your activities, which can include interaction with like-minded people. Filter
bubbles and echo chambers are therefore often connected and appear at the same time,
although it is not guaranteed that if a filter bubble occurs, an echo chamber will as well,
and vice versa. It is important to distinguish the differences and similarities between
filter bubbles and echo chambers because research often uses them in the same context.

2.3

Confirmation Bias

According to Scott Plous in The Psychology of Judgment and Decision Making [17],
confirmation bias is the term used to describe human bias in finding or receiving information. Humans are more likely to believe, interpret, look for, favor and recall information that confirm existing beliefs. An effect of confirmation bias is that a human might
not look up information or evidence for something they disagree with. It is important
to understand what confirmation bias is and its effects when discussing filter bubbles,
since filter bubbles show information that users are already interested in or agrees with.
In this thesis, confirmation bias is discussed in relation to filter bubbles.

2.4

The Exploration-Exploitation Trade-Off

The exploration-exploitation trade-off [18, 19] is the balance between personalized information (exploitation) and new, non-personalized information that might challenge
the user’s beliefs (exploration). The best trade-off between exploration and exploitation
makes sure the user stays out of the filter bubble, but remains interested in the content.
For example, when a user finds new information, it is important to reflect where that
information is found. If it is an article from The New York Times, that is found through
the users personalized Facebook feed, the user is exploiting their filter bubble. Opposed
to if the link is found by the user typing The New York Times in their web browser, the
user is exploring their Facebook-filter bubble. The exploration-exploitation trade-off
occurs when the user finds their news from both inside the filter bubble, where the news
might be interesting to the user, and from outside the filter bubble, so the user receives
5
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a wider view and have the opportunity to find new things they enjoy.
One way to find the exploration-exploitation trade-off is to use the "-greedy (epsilongreedy) algorithm. The "-greedy algorithm applies to each item displayed or chosen by
an algorithm. For example, if an individualized news feed needs to pick which post to
be visible on next position in the feed. Then the "-greedy algorithm decides if the next
post should align with the user’s earlier displayed interests (exploiting), or if it should
be something randomly picked (exploring). However, when randomly picking content,
exploiting content can be chosen as well. The ratio of how many posts that are exploring
the feed and exploiting it is controlled by the ", which represents a number 0 < " < 1.
For the next post, a number n is then found randomly. If n < " the post is exploring the
content, this means that if " is 0 the algorithm is only exploiting the content. In other
words, " is representing the exploration-exploitation trade-off in the "-greedy algorithm.
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Goal, Research Questions and Limitations

This section presents the goal and research questions of the thesis, as well as explaining
the limitations.
With the growing use of technology and data generation [20], individualizing algorithms
become more effective when adapting content to users’ interests, because of the greater
amount of data to base these decisions on. As explained in Definition of a Filter Bubble (2.1), the existence of filter bubbles is currently discussed with divided opinions.
Some claim filter bubbles are an important problem which is affecting the entire society, while others claim they do not exist or have minimal effects. Therefore, the main
goal of this thesis is:
Evaluate the existence of filter bubbles and their effects on individuals and
society
In order to reach the goal, four questions are brought up and discussed in this report.
The questions is presented below in Research Questions (3.1).

3.1

Research Questions

Four research questions (RQ) are defined in order to reach the goal. The research questions for this project are:
RQ1: Do filter bubbles exist on a social media platform?
RQ2: What evidence is available for the existence of filter bubbles?
RQ3: What positive and negative effects do a filter bubble have on the
individual?
RQ4: What positive and negative effects do filter bubbles have on society?

3.2

Limitations

The limitations of the project are listed below.
Number of bots used for studying filter bubbles on social media.
The experiment is limited by the amount of bots created, which is fourteen. Creating
hundreds of bots would require more resources than the analysis would gain from having
7
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such a great amount. If the experiment would indicate that filter bubbles would be
created for fourteen bots, it could happen to hundreds.
Not analyzing the individualizing algorithm.
This experiment tests the effect of an algorithm rather than analyzing how it works.
Companies are rarely open with how they create the algorithms that individualize their
product, and the algorithms are often complicated which makes them difficult to analyze.
Furthermore, it is important to understand that the conclusions drawn from the experiment do not reflect how a certain algorithm works or that every instance of such algorithms create, or does not create, filter bubbles. Because if filter bubbles can be created
on a certain social media platform, it does not mean that they are created on every social
media platform, nor is it guaranteed that they are not created any other platform. The
experiment conducted in this project is limited to only prove filter bubbles existence on
the social media platform it is conducted on.
Only looking at filter bubbles which is concerning individualization online.
Filter bubbles can happen outside of the Internet, one example is brought up in Introduction (1), with the American president who chooses to only look at positive information
about himself. Filter bubbles are also discussed in recommendation systems [21]. Recommendation system is, for example, a website that recommend some content to their
users [22]. Recommendation systems are not the subject of this project. This project
is only covering individualization systems, i.e. users getting content adapted after their
interests or actions without them necessarily knowing so.
Only searching literature ten years back.
In the literature study, no reports published before 2008 is included. As mentioned
in Background (2), in his book, Eli Pariser defines 2009 as the year individualization
began [5], since that is the year Google made a press release where they announced
that they were going to start personalize searches. With this information, it would not
be beneficial to research filter bubbles and their effect on personalized content before
2009. However, in this project the earlier research is dated back to 2008. Even though
individualization began 2009, research that led to that start might exist in 2008. Furthermore, it is considered to be better to use too old papers, than to miss some important
research that are published in 2008.
Something that is also important to point out is that the use of social media and the
Internet have changed a lot in the last ten years. In the end of 2008, Facebook had 100
million monthly active users, in the end of 2017 that number grew to 2 billion users [23].
Moreover, in 2017, 45% of the adults in USA use Facebook as a news source [24], and
in 2016, 46% of the Swedish population use social media as news source [25]. It is
8
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therefore clear that the use of social media changes constantly, and that research older
than ten years is outdated with regards to today’s use of social media.
In addition, IBM stated in 2013 that 90% of existing data was created in two years [20].
Therefore, it can be concluded both that the use of technology has changed the last
ten years and that the data-driven algorithms have more data to work from today, and
therefore might work different than they did ten years ago.
No psychological background of the authors.
As described above, the aim of this project is to evaluate filter bubbles’ existence and
their effects on individuals and society. Talking about the effects something have on
humans or society is very difficult without a background in understanding human behavior. The authors of this thesis have a background in IT engineering and are therefore
not concluding psychological effects filter bubbles’ might have on humans or society.
However, some physiological effects found through the literature study are discussed.
No focus on machine learning.
In this thesis machine learning is used to classify posts into different categories. Since
it is only used as a tool and not crucial for understanding the project, there is no deep
analysis nor extensive theory about machine learning. However, the particular algorithms used in this thesis, to build the post classifier model, are described in Implementation (6).
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Related Research

In this section, some related research on the subject is presented. If the approach of a
research within filter bubbles is similar to this project, it is considered to be a related
research. Three papers are explained and compared to this thesis. The papers presented
are Exploring the Filter Bubble: The Effect of Using Recommender Systems on Content
Diversity [21] by T. T. Nguyen et al., Does Offline Political Segregation Affect the Filter
Bubble? An Empirical Analysis of Information Diversity for Dutch and Turkish Twitter
Users [26] by E. Bozdag et al., and The Role of Information Visibility in Network Gatekeeping: Information Aggregation on Reddit during Crisis Events [27] by Leavitt and
Robinson. The results from these papers are presented and their methods are compared
to this thesis methods.
In the article Exploring the Filter Bubble: The Effect of Using Recommender Systems
on Content Diversity [21], where T. T. Nguyen et al. are investigating the effect of recommender systems by using a dataset from Movielens [28]. The authors investigate the
dataset by looking at which users do and do not consume recommendations and which
recommendations are consumed. The authors then measure the content diversity of
movies using Euclidean distance in order to answer the questions, a) do recommender
systems expose users to narrower content over time, and b) how does the experience
of users who take recommendations differ from that of users who do not regularly use
recommendations. The experience is measured by the enjoyment of the recommended
movies to the user, which is evaluated by the users’ scores on movies. Tien T. Nguyen
et al. finds that a) in the beginning, both the users who consume recommendation and
those who do not have similar content diversity. However, after some time, the users
who do not use the recommendations have more decreasing diversity in their content
than the users who use the recommendations do, although both kinds of users have a
decreased degree of content diversity in the end. The authors also find that b) users
who do not consume recommendations rate movies lower than users who do use recommendations. This indicates that users who consume recommendations have a better
user experience. To summarize, users who do not consume recommendations have less
content diversity than the users who do consume recommendations. The users who
consume the recommendations also have a greater enjoyment of using the service.
In Does Offline Political Segregation Affect the Filter Bubble? An Empirical Analysis
of Information Diversity for Dutch and Turkish Twitter Users [26], Engin Bozdag et
al. perform an empirical analysis by using data from the microblog Twitter. The study
is conducted by crawling data from Twitter users from Netherlands and Turkey during
a period of more than a month. The authors chose to not research American politics
since it is already done by others, but also since it only consists of two parties while in
other places of the world, the politics is less polarized with several different parties. In
10
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addition, the authors build a framework to make it possible to conduct similar analyzes
on other countries in the future. Based on their results, E. Bozdag et al. conclude that
no bubble of information can be observed. However, they also say that whether the filter
bubble exists or not, depends on the political structure of the observed country and what
measurements are used. They also emphasize that minorities have a hard time to be
heard by the greater mass in Turkey.
The Role of Information Visibility in Network Gatekeeping: Information Aggregation
on Reddit during Crisis Events [27] by Leavitt and Robinson is based on an ethnography analysis of contributors to the social media platform Reddit. It is performed with
the intention to answer the questions of 1) how the design of the platform impact the
visibility of information during a large crisis and 2) how the people who share the information account for the visibility. They conclude that 1) whether or not a platform is
useful for sharing critical information depends on whether the platform’s design can be
easily adapted to momentarily needs and if gatekeeping actors can come together for a
common goal. They also concluded that 2) visibility during a crisis is a major concern,
even to moderators, because everyone wants to get the most important information to
the audiences as fast as possible.
What all of the presented papers have in common is that they are conducted on historical
data and that they can not control the users’ behavior. Opposed to this project, that is
conducted on real-time data and the users’ behaviors are controlled by bots and their
information feed can be studied. Furthermore, this project is conducted on personalization systems and not recommendation systems, which Exploring the Filter Bubble: The
Effect of Using Recommender Systems on Content Diversity is. Moreover, in E. Bozdag
et al. research, posts are categorized based on the author in the evaluation. Hence, the
measurement of diversity is not based on content, but rather the opinions the author is
said to have. Meanwhile, this thesis is investigating the filter bubbles based on content
in posts on a social media platform and is not limited to only look at politics, and neither
do the author of the post have an impact on whether a bot likes a post or not.
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This section describes the methods used in the project. The project consists of two parts.
The first part is a technical study that consists of an experiment performed on a social
media platform and its features for personalization. The second part consists of finding
information about the ethics behind filter bubbles, by conducting a literature study.

5.1

Investigating Filter Bubbles By Using Bots

To answer question RQ1, Do filter bubbles exist on a social media platform?, a social
media platform with an individualized feed is used. At the social media platform, users
can subscribe to different channels, and then posts appear in a feed on the user’s homepage. A signed-in user has the ability to like posts, which will give the post a score. It
is also possible to comment and create posts as a user, but these functions are not used
in this project.
Virtual Machines and Bots
One virtual machine (VM) is created using Amazon Web Service [29]. The VM is hosting fourteen bots, each one controlling a unique user account. The bots are conducting
different behaviors through their user accounts during seven weeks.
Initially, every bot is subscribing to the same ten channels. The initial channels are selected by considering three requirements; more than one million followers, the majority
of the posts are text-based and, with the exception of one channel, have categories for
most or all posts. All categories for all ten channels are mapped to nine general categories. The mapping is necessary due to the initial categories in the channels differ a bit
from one another, e.g. technology posts can in one channel be in the category ”Technology”, meanwhile, in another channel, the category for technology posts is named
”Tech”.
The bots’ different behaviors are performed automatically at random times throughout
each day. For each category and channel, two bots are used. One bot is assigned to like
5-30 posts per day and the other is assigned to like 50-80 posts per day, this is viewed
in Table 1. When finding a post that matches the bots behavior, the likelihood of the bot
liking that post is 50%. This is repeated until the like quota of the day is filled. The daily
like quota is also generated randomly within the given range. The ranges are meant to
represent a large spectrum of both active and passive users. Three categories and three
12
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channels are chosen as behaviors; one large, one medium and one small channel and
category. It is important to have more than two categories and channels, otherwise,
changes observed in the bots’ feed might happen because one of the channels or categories behave differently. The behaviors that are chosen sums up to twelve bots. In
order to observe changes in feeds without any interaction, two bots are assigned to be
totally passive throughout the experiment. When having two passive bots, it is possible
to observe whether changes in the users’ feed can occur without interaction.
Bot
Bot 1
Bot 2
Bot 3
Bot 4
Bot 5
Bot 6
Bot 7
Bot 8
Bot 9
Bot 10
Bot 11
Bot 12
Bot 13
Bot 14

Liking
Passive
Channel 10
Channel 10
Channel 9
Channel 9
Channel 4
Channel 4
Physics
Physics
Medicine
Medicine
Technology
Technology
Passive

Liking quota range
None
5-30 posts/day
50-80 posts/day
5-30 posts/day
50-80 posts/day
5-30 posts/day
50-80 posts/day
5-30 posts/day
50-80 posts/day
5-30 posts/day
50-80 posts/day
5-30 posts/day
50-80 posts/day
None

Table 1: The behavior and frequency of liking posts for all bots.
In order to classify posts that do not already belong to any category, a machine learning based classifier is developed. If the post is predicted to be in a certain category it
can be selected for a like. The classification tool is based on the Python library SciKit
Learn [30]. The reason for developing a classifier using machine learning is the possibility to do a thorough text analysis with high accuracy. For benchmarking purposes
a simple and intuitive classifier, without the use of machine learning, is developed and
compared to the machine learning model. The evaluation results of the simple classifier are motivating the choice of machine learning for text classification and are seen in
Implementation (6)
Collecting Data
To examine the effect of each behavior, the home page of the bots’ accounts are crawled
two times a day, and four hours before that, the bots are inactive. The reason the bots
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are inactive before the crawl is to avoid that they interfere with the data.
The data that is crawled from the home pages are the first 250 posts of the individualized
feed. The amount of posts is an estimation based on the average time users spend on
the social media platform. According to the social media platform’s own information
about their audience and demographic data, the average time spent is approximately 14
minutes per user and session. Subsequently, it is assumed that the average user is not
reading more than 250 posts during a 14 minutes long session (3.36 seconds per post),
in order to limit the amount of crawled data. The features that are collected from each
post are the following.
• Post ID
• Title

• Score

• Channel to which it belongs to
• Category

• Rank in feed

• Timestamp of creation
• Link to post
• Bot ID

• Time of crawl
Requirements
The bot should
• Automatically like posts that meet a certain condition.
• Automatically login to a specific user.

• Log which posts the bot is liking, with the data features stated above.
The crawler should
• Automatically login to a specific user.

• From said user, log the first 250 posts on the homepage.
• Put crawled data in a CSV-file.
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The VM should
• Start crawler two times per day.

• Change IP-address between bots.

• Start each bot multiple times per day.
Evaluation of Data
As stated, 250 posts from each of the 14 bots are collected two times a day during a
period of seven weeks. This results in a dataset of 343.000 posts. For comparison, the
distribution of the top 25 and 75 posts are also considered in all cases below.
Compare frequency of channels among all bots on three occasions. In order to evaluate the post diversity in the bots’ home feed in relation to the behavior, the occurrences
of channels are compared between all bots.
Compare frequency of categories among all bots on three occasions. Similar to the
first point, comparing the frequency of channels, this point has the purpose of evaluating
post diversity in relation to the behavior. Indifference to the first point, this point is
comparing how the behavior affects the frequency of categories rather than channels.
Compare frequency of channels and categories for the bots over time. By evaluating how the home feed has changed over time for each bot it is possible to determine
whether the user’s behavior plays a role in creating a filter bubble or not and if more
content becomes excluded over time.
Technical Definition of a Filter Bubble
When looking at the data from the bots, it is important to establish a definition of how a
filter bubble technically can be found, in order to define when a user is in a filter bubble.
A user is in a filter bubble if multiple channels or categories are well below the accepted
ratio and the exclusion is not an observable pattern for all bots. An empirical study
of which rate the channels are posting is conducted by taking the mean value of the
number of posts created per day in eight days in a row. Two of the channels, channel 8
and channel 9, do not show the feed for eight days. Therefore, the mean out of as many
days as possible is used.
It is chosen that the ratio can decrease by 50% before the user is considered to be excluded from it. The channels do not post a specific number of posts every day and
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therefore the content can differ from different days. The standard deviation of generated posts is as largest 38.7% of the mean value for channels, after removing channel 6
from the comparison because of its small size. For categories, the largest standard deviation is 18.0% of the mean value. For simplicity, 50% exclusion is used as an accepted
ratio for both channels and categories. The reason as to why 50% of the original ratio
is used is because some individualization is expected, and the user is not necessarily
excluded from subjects because of it.
Something that is visible in Table 2, is that channel 9 has a high posting rate, while
channel 6 has a low rate. This difference is of course taken in to account when looking
at filter bubbles. If a channel is posting more than another, then it has more visibility in
the users individualized flow.
Channel
Mean posting rate Standard deviation Ratio of generated posts Accepted ratio
Channel 1
47 posts/day
14.3 posts
7.3%
3.65%
Channel 2
8.8 posts/day
3.4 posts
1.4%
0.70%
Channel 3
23.8 posts/day
7.6 posts
3.7%
1.85%
Channel 4
69.5 posts/day
9.3 posts
10.8%
5.40%
Channel 5
64.8 posts/day
16.9 posts
10.1%
5.05%
Channel 6
2.8 post/day
1.9 posts
0.44%
0.22%
Channel 7
34.4 posts/day
13.3 posts
5.4%
2.70%
Channel 8
73.6 posts/day
20.9 posts
11.5%
5.75%
Channel 9
263.2 posts/day
18.9 posts
41.0%
20.50%
Channel 10
53.4 posts/day
14.3 posts
8.3%
4.15%

Table 2: The rate of created posts per channel. The channels in bold text are the ones
that are liked by the bots.
When calculating the accepted ratio of categories in the individualized feed, the first
crawl of the bots’ feeds is used. Due to the mapping of the original categories to the
nine general ones, the general categories are not seen directly at the web page of the
social media platform. Hence, it is difficult to perform an empirical study of the ratio,
as done for the channel ratio. Instead, a simpler approach is taken to calculate the ratio
of accepted posts, by computing the mean of present posts from each category at the first
crawl. The first crawl is the initial feed that is presented to the bots before any behaviors,
except signing up and logging in, are recorded. The distribution of categories at the first
crawl for each bot are seen in Figure 2 and the mean ratio of posts from each category
and the accepted ratio (50% of the initial ratio) are visible in Table 3.
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Category
Mean ratio of posts day 1 Standard deviation Accepted ratio
Biology
9.1%
0.5%
4.55%
Chemistry
1.3%
0.18%
0.65%
Medicine
6.0%
0.35%
3.00%
Other
47.8%
0.06%
23.95%
Physics
8.8%
0.09%
4.40%
Politics and Economics
2.5%
0.45%
1.25%
Society
8.2%
0.45%
4.10%
Technology
13.0%
1.48%
6.50%
Tv, Movie, Media
3.5%
0.23%
1.75%

Table 3: The mean ratio of categories in the top 250 posts at the very first crawl, no likes
are given before this first crawl. The categories in bold text are the ones that are liked
by the bots.
The Initial Feed
To be able to determine if there are filter bubbles created at the end of the experiment, a
crawl of the initial feed is done. This crawl is performed for all users within hours after
the first login and before the bots are launched on the platform. The idea is that the feeds
are not compromised nor individualized by behavior for any user at the first crawl. The
data collected from the crawl are compiled in Figure 1 and Figure 2. Figure 1 shows
the distribution of channels for each bot in the top 250 posts of the feed. Compared
to Table 2 it is seen that channel 1 is not represented enough for some bots, otherwise
all channels are within the accepted ratio. Reasons for channel 1 being below accepted
ratio are presented in Discussion 8. Meanwhile, in Figure 2 it is seen that all categories
are within the accepted ratio at the first crawl.
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Figure 1: The distribution of channels in the 250 posts from the individualized feed of
all 14 users at the very first crawl, without any interactions from the bots.

Figure 2: The distribution of categories in the 250 posts from the individualized feed of
all 14 users at the very first crawl, without any interactions from the bots.
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Qualitative Literature Study

With the purpose of answering the second, third and fourth research question, RQ2:
What evidence is available for the existence of filter bubbles?, RQ3: What positive and
negative effects do a filter bubble have on the individual? and RQ4: What positive
and negative effects do filter bubbles have on society?, a literature study is conducted.
The study is conducted by searching for books and scientific papers on the subject of
filter bubbles on Google Scholar [31] and systematically read books, articles and papers
on the subject which is found during the research. Because of the subject, which is
relatively new, the sources captured is not more than ten years old. This is a limitation
used because of social media, that has not been a big source of information for more
than ten years.
Articles are found through Google Scholar using the search words presented in Table 4.
The first ten pages are looked through, and the articles, reports, or books that have a
title that seems interesting for the purpose are gathered in a list. The papers in the list
are then looked into more deeply and the abstract and introduction of the works are read
in order to see if they are relevant, and the works that are not considered relevant are
removed from the list. The final list contains 24 relevant works.
The literature study is conducted in a qualitative way, meaning that the content of the
articles is looked into deeply, rather than a quantitative study which is done on a larger
base of articles in order to find statistical data. Below, in Table 4, the search words used
are presented together with data of the search results. All search results are filtered to
only contain papers written after 2008.
Search word
Database searched Number of results Results used
Filter bubble
Google Scholar
64 500
8
Echo chamber
Google Scholar
69 100
6
Information bubble
Google Scholar
689 000
0
Echo chamber effect Google Scholar
37 500
4
Filter bubble effect
Google Scholar
45 700
7
Total:
905 800
25 (17)
Table 4: Search words used in the literature study, with the number of unique results in
parentheses.
The procedure is repeated with new search words listed below in Table 5. The difference between the two steps is that the second time, the search is conducted on Uppsala
University’s library database.
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Search word
Database searched
Number of results Results used
Filter bubble Uppsala University Library database
106 503
7
filter bubble
ethics internet Uppsala University Library database
9 615
1
personalization
algorithm
ethics internet Uppsala University Library database
3 048
2
Total:
119 166
10 (7)
Table 5: Search words used in the second search for literature, with the number of
unique results in parentheses.
Literature Evaluation
The literature used in the literature study is evaluated with the purpose of answering
RQ2, RQ3 and RQ4, presented in Research Questions 3.1. They are answered by focusing on the following points when reading the works related to filter bubbles, echo
chambers, and opinion polarization online.
• Do they conclude or indicate that filter bubbles exist

• What effects do others find that filter bubbles have on individuals
• What effects do others find that filter bubbles have on society

The results of the different articles are looked through and presented in themes regarding
what is found in the bullet list above. In Discussion (8), an emphasis on exploration and
exploitation is put in order to understand how a user can go outside their theoretical
filter bubble.
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In this section, the design of the implementation used in the experiment is presented.
The implementation of the experiment consists of a system that automatically likes posts
at the social media platform and collects the individualized feeds. The system is hosted
on a virtual machine in order to give the bots different IP addresses. The bots are automatically liking posts corresponding to their assigned behavior and if a post does not
belong to a category it is categorized by a text classifier. Furthermore, the individualized
feeds are automatically collected twice a day, using a data crawler. To be able to run the
bots and the crawler automatically without interfering with one another the processes
are scheduled in the virtual machine. A further explanation of what and how each component of the system works is described here together with figures of the performance
of the classifier used. The entire system is written in Python 2.7 and consists of many
parts that are presented in greater detail below.

6.1

Bots to Automate Liking Posts

The bots are created using Selenium [32]. Selenium is a library for browser automation,
often used to test web applications or automate web-tasks. For the bots, Selenium is
used to login to a specific user, collect the posts data, and to like posts.
Whether a post should be liked or not is determined by the category of the post and the
assigned behavior for the current bot. If no category is present for the particular post,
the bot is using the classifier to categorize the post. If the post is in the right category for
the bot to like it, it is randomized whether the bot likes the post or not. In other words,
the bot does not like all posts that correspond to their behavior.

6.2

Classifier

The classifier is natural language processor model built using the Python library named
Scikit Learn [30]. It is used to classify the subject of posts in order to distinguish which
ones the bot should like. It is also used to classify which subject that is visible in
the user’s individualized flow by the evaluation system. The dataset used to train the
classifier model contains the title, category, and ID of posts from all of the 10 different
channels used in the experiment, from the channels’ non-individualized pages. The
information (title, category and ID number) from one post is called an instance. The
total amount of instances in the dataset is 61 142. Since the dataset consists of text and
has an unequal amount of instances in each category, certain types of preprocessing of
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the dataset are necessary.
Preprocessing of Dataset
The first thing to do with the data, before training the classifier with it, is to balance
the dataset. Balancing the dataset means to add or remove instances until all classes
are represented by an equal amount of instances. To balance the dataset used for this
classifier all categories are reduced until reaching the same amount of instances as the
minority category (the category with least number of instances).
The second step is tokenizing the text, i.e. splitting the text into single words. The text
is also filtered from stop words (e.g. words like “and”, “of” and “to”), punctuations and
other non-letter tokens. Remaining are words that are important in the context of the
text. These words are counted and the dataset vectorized into a count vector.
Subsequently, the Scikit Learn library contains functionality for transforming the count
vector into a tf-idf matrix. A tf-idf matrix stands for term frequency - inverse document
frequency. Instead of only giving word count for the whole dataset, like the count vector
does, a tf-idf matrix contains the word frequency in relation to the title of the post
(document in tf-idf). For example, if a word is occurring a lot in one title, but not in
any other title, it is possible that this word is crucial for the context in that exact title.
Meanwhile, if the word is occurring a lot throughout all titles, it is probably a word not
as important for the context.
The next step is to split the dataset into two parts. One part is used to train the classifier
model and the other to test the created model, in order to evaluate it. 80% of the dataset
is used for training and the remaining 20% is used for testing. What instances put in
which part is random.
Training the Model
When creating a machine learning model for classifying data, the training is just as
important as preprocessing the data. For the particular case of building a classifier, the
machine learning type supervised learning [33, p. 2] is used. Supervised learning means
the model is trained to map some input data x to an output class y. The training is done
by giving the model a set of input-output pairs which is used to learn the patterns of the
data. The learning processes consist of adjusting parameters and variables of a statistic
model to fit the pattern. After training, the model should be able to predict y given
x, however, the accuracy of correct predictions may vary. Training the model for this
project is done using the “LogisticRegressionCV” class from SciKit Learn. The class
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implements the statistical model logistic regression for prediction and cross-validation
for finding certain parameters.
When using a logistic regression model for classifying posts, the multinomial logistic
model (probability model) is considered. Function (1) is the probability for post i belonging to category class, where xi is the feature vector of post i. Hence, x is a vector,
which consists of 11804 elements that represent the features. Each of the nine classes
have one regression coefficient for each feature, represented in the two-dimensional array w. Finally, m = 9, where 9 is the number of classes. To estimate the regression
coefficients of the multinomial logistic model, the natural logarithm of the likelihood
function, also called log-likelihood function, is maximized. The log-likelihood function
is visible in function (2), where m = 9 and n = 9.
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However, in practice, the SciKit Learn library is instead of maximizing the log-likelihood
function, minimizing the cost function of the model, which is the negative log-likelihood
function. Moreover, the process of minimizing the cost function is considered to be an
optimization problem, which is solved by using the Limited-memory Broyden-FletcherGoldfarb-Shanno (LBFGS) algorithm [33, p. 254]. The LBGFS algorithm is a quasiNewton method and is iteratively solving unconstrained nonlinear optimization problems.
When implementing machine learning models for classification there is a risk of building a model that is close to perfectly classifying one particular dataset, but not any other
dataset, this is called overfitting. To prevent overfitting of the model, regularization is
applied, which means adding a term to the cost function, that serves as a penalty to
make the model generalize the data. Specific for L2 regularization, which is used in
this model, is to add the squared magnitude of the regression coefficient vector, ||w||2 .
Most important is, however, to choose the parameter , that determines the weight of
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the regularization term. Below is the complete cost function, with the regularization
term added (3).
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For this model, stratified k-Fold cross validation [33, p. 25, 209] is a built-in feature in
the ”LogisticRegressionCV” class, and is used to find the optimal parameter of regularization, with default k=3. K-fold cross-validation, with k=3, is to split the training
set into 3 sets and for each fold one set is used for validation and the other 2 sets used
for training. Subsequently, in the next fold, another set is chosen to be the validation
set and the model is trained on the remaining 2 sets. This is repeated k=3 times. When
applying stratified k-fold, the class proportions are equal through all folds. The logistic
regression model used for classifying posts in the experiment is using the regularization
1
parameter = 21.5445469
.
Finally, one intercept is calculated for each class, also called bias constant. The intercept
is a constant, which is added in the probability model as wclass0 . The intercept is a
measurement of how strongly present or absent a class is in the dataset. By using an
intercept it is possible to predict a post even if all features in vector xi would be 0. Each
intercept are listed in Table 6.
Class
Biology
Chemistry
Medicine
Other
Physics
Politics
Society
Technology
TV, Movie, Media

Intercept
-0.0072999
-0.72871694
0.13826004
1.34240509
0.22706973
-1.0570449
0.23022447
0.92184081
-1.06673841

Table 6: The intercepts, also known as the bias constants, wclass0 , for each class.
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Performance
The performance of the classifier is evaluated from the accuracy, the confusion matrix,
and the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve for four classes. When testing
the performance the remaining 20% of the dataset is used. The total accuracy reach
by the classifier is 81.0%. In Table 7, the confusion matrix is visualized and shows
the number of correctly predicted instances (true positive and true negative) and the
incorrect predictions (false positive and false negative) for each class. Given the matrix,
the class Other is observed as the most difficult class to predict and the best performing
class is Politics & Economics. In conclusion, the more centralized the numbers are to
the diagonal, the better classification abilities of the model.
XXX
XXX Actual Biology Chemistry Medicine Other Physics Politics & Society Technology TV, Movie,
XXX
Predicted
Economics
Media
X
Biology
521
39
35
23
23
17
5
14
7
Chemistry
9
694
1
1
2
7
0
2
2
Medicine
27
3
620
12
1
2
7
13
6
Other
52
19
23 373
48
19
74
58
50
Physics
26
36
4
49
504
25
23
29
3
Politics &
0
0
0
0
0
686
1
0
2
Economics
Society
3
0
5
50
3
7
586
14
17
Technology
24
22
41
67
30
19
44
451
15
TV, Movie, Media
8
4
0
6
4
12
2
1
675

Table 7: Confusion Matrix for the machine learning classifier of posts.
In Figure 3 the ROC curve for four different classes is seen. The ROC curve of a class
shows the correlation between true positive and false positive predictions. The classes
represented in the figure is the class performing worst, and the three classes that are
used by the bots.
Simple Classifier for Benchmarking
The choice of using machine learning for text analysis is motivated by looking into
another approach to classifying text titles. An intuitive approach to classify text is the
following:
1. Balance the dataset to contain an equal amount of titles form each class.
2. Divide the dataset into a training set (80% of the total set) and a test set (remaining
20%).
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Figure 3: ROC curve for the three classes liked by different bots and the class (other)
performing worst.
3. Count word occurrences of each class in the training set, exclude stop words,
punctuations and other non-letter tokens.
4. Create a list of top 50 words with most occurrences for each class.
5. Classify a title from the test set to the class with the most number of common
words between the class’ top 50 words and the words in the title. If two classes
have the same amount of commons words, the first of the two classes (alphabetized order) is used. If no common words are found for any class the title is not
given a class but is marked as None.
To evaluate the simple classifier titles in the test set are classified and the accuracy of the
classifier is computed to 44.0%. In Table 8 the confusion matrix of the simple classifier
is visualized. In order to make the evaluation comparable, both classifiers use the same
test set.
Since the simple classifier does not predict any probability scores for the titles it is not
possible to retrieve a ROC curve that is comparable to the one for the machine learning
classifier.
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XXX
XXX Actual Biology Chemistry Medicine Other Physics Politics & Society Technology TV, Movie,
XXX
Predicted
Economics
Media
X
Biology
410
27
32
28
16
12
71
12
10
Chemistry
180
305
26
29
28
9
53
11
16
Medicine
134
15
332
23
4
17
74
23
5
Other
85
35
11 197
37
21
144
37
25
Physics
153
51
4
52
264
14
66
16
7
Politics &
138
9
0
56
6
345
73
25
8
Economics
Society
29
7
4
52
10
40
419
21
26
Technology
107
18
36
57
18
28
129
214
12
TV, Movie, Media
88
14
0
53
14
36
177
26
286

Table 8: Confusion Matrix for the simple classifier.

6.3

Data Crawler

In order to gather data from the users, a crawler is created. The crawler is built using
Selenium [32] and BeautifulSoup [34]. Selenium is used to login to the user. Without
Selenium, the crawler would only gather data from the first page of the social media
platform without user data.
After the login, BeautifulSoup is used to parse the HTML of the first ten pages of the
user’s homepage. The Crawler then distinguish the parts of the HTML that is needed in
the dataset, which is explained in Method (5) and puts it in a CSV-file which separates
the fields with a semicolon.
After the data is gathered from the crawler, it automatically uploads the CSV-file to an
Amazon S3 bucket in the cloud.

6.4

Virtual Machine

One VM is created using Amazon Web Services (EC2) [29]. It is used to give the bots
unique IP-addresses and to start the bots and crawler. The VM is running Ubuntu 16.04
as the operating system.

6.5

Data Storage

When running this type of system that generates a large amount of data, the storage is
of high importance. To store the generated data securely, the cloud storage Amazon
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S3 [35] from Amazon Web Services [29] is used. The data stored in the S3 object
storage consists of the posts liked by a bot at a session, the crawled information feed
collected by the data crawler and log files for running processes. When a bot is finished
with one session the data (see section Collecting Data in 5.1) for each liked post is
written to a file of type CSV and then the file is simply uploaded to the S3 storage. The
crawled information feeds are also written to CSV files and later uploaded to the S3
storage. The log file is a simple text file containing information about when each bot
and crawl is running and if the process succeeded and error messages if there are any.
This log file is automatically uploaded every third hour.

6.6

Scheduling Processes

It is critical that the automation of running bots and crawler is working. In order to
schedule these processes, the tool named Cron [36] is used. Cron gets a command and
a time that defines when to run the command.
30 13 * * * python bot.py
Above is an example of what code in Cron can look like. This line is running the
command python bot.py 1.30 PM every day, every month, every year.
The bots reschedule their next run in Cron automatically. Cron cannot check whether
other processes are scheduled a certain time. In order to not overload the VM with
processes, the bots themselves make sure to not schedule themselves on times other
bots or the crawler are scheduled on. The bots also check whether another process is
running before running themselves. If another process is running the bot will postpone
their scheduled run for one to ten minutes. It is important to consider the scheduling
since each bot changes the VM’s IP-address, which can not be done while another bot
is running.
The crawler always runs at the same times every day. If any bots are running when
the crawler starts, they are stopped by a reboot which is scheduled before the crawler
runs. The reboot is scheduled in order to make sure the VM is not overloaded with other
processes. In the unlikely event that a bot process would run when the crawler should
run, the crawler will wait for one minute and then check again if the process is finished.
This is then repeated until the process which is blocking the crawler is finished.
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Evaluation Systems

The evaluation system is used to evaluate the 343.000 posts that are gathered by the
crawler throughout the experiment. The Python library Pyplot [37] from Matplotlib [38]
is used to generate the charts. The library is used to generate line plots and bar charts.
The charts are used to visualize and evaluate the bots individualized feeds on the social
media platform. What charts the system is creating is explained in Method (5).
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In this section, the results from both the experiment and the literature study are presented
and explained.

7.1

Experiment Findings

The results from the experiment of placing bots on a large social media platform are
presented below, by considering the three evaluation points explained in Method (5).
The total time for the experiment is 50 days, the bots are active during the first 43 days
and then the crawler continues another 7 days. Only the most significant data plots are
viewed in this section, meanwhile, all generated data plots are found in Appendix A.
Unfortunately, some problems with the crawler and bots occurred during the experiment, these are visible in the line plots of channels and categories over time, both in this
section and in the Appendix A.
Generally, no large changes in the feeds are recorded. In a few cases, which is presented
and explained in this section, some exclusion of subjects are recorded. The most notable
finding is that almost no exclusion is found when looking at the top 250 posts, while
when looking at the top 25 and 75 posts, some exclusion is visible.
Compare Frequency of Channels Among All Bots on Three Occasions
Below are graphs that show all the bots’ personalized feeds on day 1, 25 and 49. In the
top 25 posts, which represent the first posts visible on the home feed, some channels are
considered excluded by not reaching the quota for accepted visibility, which is defined
in Method (5).
On the first day of the experiment, all the bots’ feeds are crawled in order to have a data
point that represent what a new feed, without any interaction from the user, looks like.
When looking at the first 25 posts in Figure 4, several channels are below the accepted
ratio. Bot 9-14 have channel 4, 5 and 6 below the criteria, although channel 6 is less
than one percentage point below. All bots, except bot 3, have channel 5 excluded by the
defined accepted ratio. Channel 4 is excluded for all bots except bot 6 and 8. Although,
bot 2 and 4 is excluded from channel 4 with less than one percentage point. Channel
1 is excluded from bot 1, 3 and 7. Channel 6 is excluded by less than one percentage
point for bot 3 and 7. Furthermore, channel 9 is excluded for bot 3.
At the first 75 posts of day 1, seen in Figure 5, channel 1 is excluded to bot 3, 5 and 7.
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Figure 4: The distribution of channels in the top 25 posts from the individualized feed
of all 14 users on first day of the experiment.
For bot 5 and 7, the exclusion is less than one percentage point from the accepted ratio.
Meanwhile, bot 3 is 2.75 percentage points below the accepted ratio.
The bots’ feeds at the first crawl of 250 posts, which are in Figure 1 in the Method (5).
In the top 250 posts, channel 1 do not fill the accepted ratio of visibility, which is also
defined in the method section. For bot 1, 7 and 9-14, the visible content is less than one
percentage point below the accepted ratio from channel 1. For bot 3 however, the ratio
of channel 1 is 1.2 percentage points below the accepted ratio.
When analyzing the top 25 posts of day 25, which is visible in Figure 6, bot 1 is excluded
from channel 6 and channel 9, while the bots 2-14 are excluded from channel 4, 6 and
9. When continuing further back in the personalized feed, looking at the top 75 posts,
which is visible in Figure 7, all bots but bot 1 experience some exclusion. Bot 2-4, 5-8,
10 and 12-13 all have posts from channel 4 and 5, to some level, excluded from their
feed. Bot 5 and 11 have lower visibility of channel 9 and bot 9 of channel 6. Bot 11 and
14 experience a very small exclusion from channel 4. When looking at top 250 posts,
which is seen in Figure 8, almost no exclusion is visible, only a small one for bot 10.
The exclusion of channels for each bot at day 25 is summarized in Table 9.
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Figure 5: The distribution of channels in the top 75 posts from the individualized feed
of all 14 users on first day of the experiment.

Figure 6: The distribution of channels in the top 25 posts from the individualized feed
of all 14 users on day 25 of the experiment.
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Figure 7: The distribution of channels in the top 75 posts from the individualized feed
of all 14 users on day 25 of the experiment.

Figure 8: The distribution of channels in the top 250 posts from the individualized feed
of all 14 users on day 25 of the experiment.
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Bot
Top 25 posts Top 75 posts Top 250 posts
Bot 1
6, 9
None
None
Bot 2
4, 6, 9
4, 5
None
Bot 3
4, 6, 9
4, 5
None
Bot 4
4, 6, 9
4, 5
None
Bot 5
4, 6, 9
9
None
Bot 6
4, 6, 9
4, 5
None
Bot 7
4, 6, 9
4, 5
None
Bot 8
4, 6, 9
4, 5
None
Bot 9
4, 6, 9
6
None
Bot 10
4, 6, 9
4, 5
10*
Bot 11
4, 6, 9
4*, 9
None
Bot 12
4, 6, 9
4, 5
None
Bot 13
4, 6, 9
4*, 9
None
Bot 14
4, 6, 9
4*
None

Table 9: Which channels that do not reach the accepted ratio on day 25, for the top 25,
75 and 250 posts on the bots’ feed. When the exclusion is less than one percentage point
under the accepted rate, it is marked with *.
Subsequently, the distribution of channels on day 49 is analyzed. The reason to why
day 49 and not day 50 is presented is because the crawl for bot 3 failed on the 50th
day, and therefore there is incomplete data from day 50. However, when looking at
the top 25 posts of day 49 in Figure 9, one bot’s feed is significantly different from the
others’ feeds, namely bot 6. One significant difference is channel 9, which is the largest
channel and should be visible at least 20% of the feed, according to the accepted quota.
Meanwhile for bot 6 channel 9 is only visible in 2% of the feed. For channel 3 and 4,
it is the opposite. For bot 6, channel 3 and 4 is taking up 26% and 20% respectively of
the feed. Meanwhile, the other bots all have channel 3 and 4 showing less than 10% in
the feed. Similarly for channel 10 which is taking up 24% of the feed for bot 6, while
only showing 0-4% for all other bots, with the exception for bot 2 which have 12% of
channel 10 in its feed. The data gathered from bot 6 is examined to ensure the quality,
but there are no anomalies found. Moreover, it is visible in Figure 10, for the top 75
posts and Figure 11 for the top 250 posts that the distribution of channels in bot 6’s feed
is converging towards the same distribution as in the other bots’ feeds, and already at 75
posts, no channels are excluded.
In addition, it is notable that channel 10 is excluded from almost every bot at the first
25 posts. Then at 75 posts, it is still excluded for half the bots. However, at 250 posts,
channel 10 is not excluded from a single bot, indicating that the filter bubble effect
decreases by how much of the feed the user consumes. The findings from day 49 are
summarized in Table 10.
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Comparing channel 9 between day 1, 25 and 49 for the top 250 posts, Figure 1, 8 and 11,
a significant increase is visible. From day 25 to day 49 channel 9 is close to doubling
itself for multiple bots. Possible reasons for this is discussed in Discussion 8.

Figure 9: The distribution of channels in the 25 posts from the individualized feed of all
14 users on day 49 of the experiment.
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Figure 10: The distribution of channels in the 75 posts from the individualized feed of
all 14 users on day 49 of the experiment.

Figure 11: The distribution of channels in the 250 posts from the individualized feed of
all 14 users on day 49 of the experiment.
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Bot
First 25 posts First 75 posts First 250 posts
Bot 1
4, 8, 10
4, 10
None
Bot 2
4, 5, 6, 8
4, 5, 6
None
Bot 3
4, 10
4, 8*
1
Bot 4
4, 8, 10
4
None
Bot 5
4, 5, 7, 8, 10
4, 8*
None
Bot 6
3, 6, 7, 8, 9
None
None
Bot 7
7, 8, 10
8, 10
None
Bot 8
4, 6, 8, 10
4, 10
None
Bot 9
8, 10
8*, 10
None
Bot 10
4, 8, 10
4, 8*, 10
4*
Bot 11
4, 8, 10
4, 8, 10
1
Bot 12
4, 8, 10
4, 8
None
Bot 13
4, 5, 8
4, 5
None
Bot 14
4, 5, 10
4, 10
1*

Table 10: Which channels that do not reach the accepted quota on day 49, for the first
25, 75 and 250 posts on the bots feed. When the exclusion is less than one percentage
point under the accepted ratio, it is marked with *.
Compare Frequency of Categories Among All Bots on Three Occasions
To determine if a bot is excluded from a category or not, the technical definition, found
in Method (5), is used. If the ratio of a category is lower than the accepted ratio according to the definition, the category is considered to be excluded from that bot. In order
to show how the distribution of the feed changes when number of posts increases, the
distribution of categories in top 25, 75 and 250 of day 1, 25 and 49 are considered.
The first data collected from the bots is from day 1 of the experiment. The feed is not
compromised or personalized by any behaviors, except from signing up and logging in.
The distribution of categories in the top 25 posts on day 1 are visible in Figure 12.
Generally, all bots are excluded from at least one category, moreover, the category
Chemistry and the category Politics and Economics are both excluded from all bots
completely. There are no posts of the two categories at all among the top 25 posts,
meanwhile, the category Other is dominating the feed with over 60% for each bot. The
categories Physics and Technology are also excluded for a majority of the bots, more
specifically, all bots except bot 3. In addition, bot 2 and 3 are excluded from TV, Movie,
Media as well. Bot 9-14 are excluded from Biology, but not more than one percentage
point below the accepted ratio of 4.55%.
Furthermore, the top 75 posts from day 1 and the categorical distribution are visualized
in Figure 13. The exclusion of almost all categories that are excluded in the top 25 are
present above the accepted ratio in the top 75, with the exception from Chemistry for
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Bot
Top 25 posts
Bot 1 Chemistry*, Physics, Technology
Chemistry*, Politics and Economics,
Bot 2
Technology, TV, Movie, Media*
Chemistry*, Politics and Economics*,
Bot 3
TV, Movie, Media
Chemistry*, Physics*,
Bot 4
Politics and Economics, Technology
Chemistry*, Physics*,
Bot 5
Politics and Economics, Technology
Chemistry*, Physics*,
Bot 6
Politics and Economics, Technology
Chemistry*, Physics*,
Bot 7
Politics and Economics
Chemistry, Physics*,
Bot 8
Politics and Economics
Biology* , Chemistry*, Physics*,
Bot 9
Politics and Economics, Technology
Biology*, Chemistry*,
Bot 10
Physics*, Technology
Biology*, Chemistry*, Physics*,
Bot 11
Politics and Economics, Technology
Biology*, Chemistry*,
Bot 12
Physics*, Technology*
Biology*, Chemistry*, Physics*,
Bot 13
Politics and Economics, Technology
Biology*, Chemistry*, Physics*,
Bot 14
Politics and Economics, Technology

Top 75 posts
Chemistry*

Top 250 posts
None

Chemistry*

None

Chemistry*

None

Chemistry*

None

Chemistry*

None

Chemistry*

None

Chemistry*

None

Chemistry*

None

Chemistry*

None

Chemistry*

None

Chemistry*

None

Result

Chemistry*,
None
TV, Movie, Media*
Chemistry*

None

Chemistry*

None

Table 11: Which categories that do not reach the accepted ratio on day 1, for the top
25, 75 and 250 posts on the bots’ feed. When the exclusion is less than one percentage
point under the accepted rate, it is marked with *.
all bots and TV, Movie, Media for bot 12. However, the exclusion of TV, Movie, Media
from bot 12 is less than one percentage point below the accepted ratio. Finally, for the
top 250 posts in Figure 2, there are no exclusions of any category.
In Figure 14, for the top 25 posts of day 25, it is seen that mainly the categories Biology
and Chemistry are excluded from most bots. Chemistry is completely excluded from all
bots, however, the accepted ratio is 0.65% and the exclusion is therefore less than one
percentage point. The category Biology is considered to be excluded from bot 3-7 and
10-11, meanwhile, the exclusion is only significant for bot 3, meaning that it is more
than one percentage point below the accepted ratio. Moreover, the top 25 posts also
cause exclusion of the category Medicine from bot 3 and 11, although, the exclusion is
only one percentage point below the accepted ratio of 3.0%.
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Figure 12: The distribution of categories in the top 25 posts from the individualized feed
of all 14 users on day 1 of the experiment.

Figure 13: The distribution of categories in the top 75 posts from the individualized feed
of all 14 users on day 1 of the experiment.
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Furthermore, the top 75 posts are visible in Figure 15 and the exclusions experienced in
top 25 posts are somewhat reduced. In the top 75 posts, the only significant exclusion
that is increased, in comparison to the first 25 posts, is the category Medicine which
is excluded from bot 3 with 1.7 percentage points. Similarly to top 25 posts, a nonsignificant exclusion, meaning not more than one percentage point below the accepted
ratio, is observed for the categories Biology and Chemistry. However, the categories are
not excluded from as many bots in the top 75 posts. The top 250 posts of the feed is
visualized in Figure 16 and shows no exclusion at all, according to the definition. The
results of the feeds at day 25 of the experiment are summarized in Table 12.

Figure 14: The distribution of categories in the top 25 posts from the individualized feed
of all 14 users on day 25 of the experiment.
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Figure 15: The distribution of categories in the top 75 posts from the individualized feed
of all 14 users on day 25 of the experiment.

Figure 16: The distribution of categories in the top 250 posts from the individualized
feed of all 14 users on day 25 of the experiment.
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Bot
Bot 1
Bot 2
Bot 3
Bot 4
Bot 5
Bot 6
Bot 7
Bot 8
Bot 9
Bot 10
Bot 11
Bot 12
Bot 13
Bot 14

Top 25 posts
Chemistry*
Chemistry*
Biology, Chemistry*, Medicine
Biology, Chemistry*
Biology*, Chemistry*
Biology, Chemistry*, Society*
Biology*, Chemistry*
Chemistry*
Chemistry*, Society*
Biology*, Chemistry*
Biology, Chemistry*, Medicine
Chemistry*
Chemistry*, Society*
Chemistry*

Top 75 posts
Biology*
Biology*, Chemistry*
Biology*, Medicine
Biology*, Chemistry*
None
Biology*, Chemistry*
Biology*
Biology*, Chemistry*
None
Chemistry*
Biology*, Medicine
None
None
None

Result

Top 250 posts
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None

Table 12: Which categories that do not reach the accepted ratio on day 25, for the top
25, 75 and 250 posts on the bots’ feed. When the exclusion is less than one percentage
point under the accepted rate, it is marked with *.
For day 49 of the experiment, the top 25 posts for all bots are visible in Figure 17. The
diagram shows a wide exclusion of the category Tv, Movie, Media; it is excluded for
almost all of the bots, with the exception from bot 2, 4, 6 and 13. On the other hand, the
exclusion of TV, Movie, Media is as most 1.75 percentage points below the accepted ratio but is by then completely excluded. Similar to day 25, all bots are excluded from the
category Chemistry, however, just as on day 25, the exclusion less than one percentage
point below the accepted ratio, even though it is completely excluded. Moreover, bot 3
is experiencing exclusion from Society on day 49. The accepted ratio of the category
Society is 4.10%, and it is completely excluded from bot 3’s 25 top posts. The complete
lack of Society in the top 25 posts is also seen in the feed of bot 14. Furthermore, bot 7
is excluded from posts belonging to the category Biology and bot 11 is excluded from
content in the Technology category. The top 75 posts for each bot is seen in Figure 18.
The number of excluded categories is far less than for the top 25 posts, however, the
category TV, Movie, Media is still excluded for a majority of bots. There are some
exclusion of Physics in both top 25 and top 75, although it is less than one percentage
point of the accepted ratio of 4.40%. As seen on day 25, the top 250 posts are less
excluding than the top 25 and top 75. In Figure 19 it is seen that the top 250 posts is
only causing an insignificant exclusion (0.25 percentage points under the accepted ratio
0.65%) of category Chemistry for bot 10. In Table 13, the results for categories on day
49 are summarized.
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Figure 17: The distribution of categories in the top 25 posts from the individualized feed
of all 14 users on day 49 of the experiment.

Figure 18: The distribution of categories in the top 75 posts from the individualized feed
of all 14 users on day 49 of the experiment.
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Bot
Bot 1
Bot 2
Bot 3
Bot 4
Bot 5
Bot 6
Bot 7
Bot 8
Bot 9
Bot 10
Bot 11
Bot 12
Bot 13
Bot 14

Top 25 posts
Chemistry*, TV, Movie, Media
Chemistry*, Physics*
Chemistry*, Society, TV, Movie, Media
Chemistry*
Chemistry*, TV, Movie, Media
Chemistry*,
Biology*, Chemistry*, TV, Movie, Media
Chemistry*, Physics*, TV, Movie, Media
Chemistry*, TV, Movie, Media
Chemistry*, Physics* TV, Movie, Media
Biology*, Chemistry*, Society*,
Technology, TV, Movie, Media
Chemistry*, Physics*, TV, Movie, Media
Chemistry*, Physics*
Chemistry*, Physics*, Society,
TV, Movie, Media

Top 75 posts
TV, Movie, Media*
Chemistry*
Physics*
TV, Movie, Media*
TV, Movie, Media*
Chemistry*
TV, Movie, Media*
None
TV, Movie, Media*
TV, Movie, Media*

Top 250 posts
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
Chemistry*

TV, Movie, Media*

None

TV, Movie, Media
Chemistry*

None
None

Result

Chemistry*, Physics* None

Table 13: Which categories that do not reach the accepted ratio on day 49, for the top
25, 75 and 250 posts on the bots’ feed. When the exclusion is less than one percentage
point under the accepted rate, it is marked with *.

Figure 19: The distribution of categories in the top 250 posts from the individualized
feed of all 14 users on day 49 of the experiment.
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Compare Frequency of Channels and Categories for the Bots Over Time
Plots displaying the feeds over time are presented for bots 6,7,8 and 9. The plots consist
of 4 channels or categories, the three that were used for the behaviors together with one
extra as a reference point. Every bot’s plots are visible in the Appendix A, completed
with all channels and categories. Bot 6 and 7 bot like channel 4 as their behavior. In
the figures for bot 6 and 7, no big differences are seen over time. Channel 9 is taking
up a big majority of the feed, except for the last 5 days in bot 6’s feed. Then, channel
10 and 4 take up a bigger part of the top 25 posts in Figure 20. However, they converge
to a similar amount as channel 5 in the first 75 posts seen in Figure 21. For 250 posts,
which is seen in Figure 22, the peaks and drops for different channels decreases and the
channels seem to have a steady content visibility throughout the experiment. Bot 7 have
more peaks and drops than bot 6. In difference to bot 6, at the first 25 posts, seen in
Figure 23, for the last 5 days in bot 7’s feed, channel 9 have three peaks and ooking at
the first 75 posts in Figure 24, channel 9 seem to be the only channel peaking, and the
amount of posts from channel 9 is at most 50%, while for bot 6, channel 9 is at most
30%. It is interesting that bot 6 and 7 have the same behavior, but for the first 25 and
75 posts, their feeds are very different. While looking at 250 posts, which is seen in
Figure 25, the bots have very similar feeds, with similar peaks and drops in different
channels.

Figure 20: The distribution of channels in the top 25 posts from the individualized feed
of bot 6 over time.
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Figure 21: The distribution of channels in the top 75 posts from the individualized feed
of bot 6 over time.

Figure 22: The distribution of channels in the top 250 posts from the individualized feed
of bot 6 over time.
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Figure 23: The distribution of channels in the top 25 posts from the individualized feed
of bot 7 over time.

Figure 24: The distribution of channels in the top 75 posts from the individualized feed
of bot 7 over time.
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Figure 25: The distribution of channels in the top 250 posts from the individualized feed
of bot 7 over time.
Bot 8 and 9 both likes the Physics category. In the plots for bot 8 and 9, it becomes
apparent that the feeds are more similar than the ones for bot 6 and 7. The bots have
similar peaks and drops in all the plots. At day 25-30, some changes can be seen between the bots in the first 75 and 250 posts. For bot 9, Figure 26 and 27, the technology
category drops, while society peaks. For bot 8, Figure 28 and 29, Technology is much
more steady, and at 250 posts, Technology is the most common category in the feed. In
difference to the channels, categories seem to be more consistent in their occurrences,
with less peaks and drops over time in the 250 posts.
The Existence of Filter Bubbles on a Social Media Platform
To answer RQ1: Does filter bubbles exist on a social media platform, the findings are
summarized below. Some signs of filter bubbles are found, especially when only looking
at the top 25 posts of a user’s feed. For the first 25 posts, exclusion is found for all the
bots on both day 25 and 49. However, when continuing to look at top 250 posts, most
bots are not excluded from neither channels or categories. Our results indicate that users
who use the social media for a longer session experience less exclusion than users who
only use the product for a short session.
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Figure 26: The distribution of categories in the top 75 posts from the individualized feed
of bot 9 over time.

Figure 27: The distribution of categories in the top 250 posts from the individualized
feed of bot 9 over time.
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Figure 28: The distribution of categories in the top 75 posts from the individualized feed
of bot 8 over time.

Figure 29: The distribution of categories in the top 250 posts from the individualized
feed of bot 8 over time.
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Literature Study Findings

For the literature study, several published articles and papers are read through. A total
of 24 papers are used to compile these results.
What research say about filter bubbles existence
In order to answer RQ2: What evidence is available for the existence of filter bubbles?,
the papers statement about filter bubbles existence is in focus. Out of the 24 papers, eight
papers are considering the filter bubble to exist. This assessment is made from either
the works making a clear stand in the question of filter bubbles existence or concluding
results that yields a similar effect as the defined filter bubble in this thesis have, which
can be found in the section Definition of a Filter Bubble (2.1).
Five of the papers takes a stand against the existence of filter bubbles. The rest 11
works do not take a clear stand or have arguments both for and against the filter bubbles
existence.
Because many of the literatures do not have the filter bubbles’ existence as main subject
or research question, conclusions based on their results and discussion are sometimes
made. One example where it is concluded that the authors consider filter bubbles to
exist is The spreading of misinformation online where they claim:
”Users tend to aggregate in communities of interest, which causes reinforcement and fosters confirmation bias, segregation, and polarization. This
comes at the expense of the quality of the information and leads to proliferation of biased narratives fomented by unsubstantiated rumors, mistrust, and
paranoia. According to these settings, algorithmic solutions do not seem to
be the best options in breaking such a symmetry.”
In this quote, it is not specifically said that filter bubbles exist, but the consequences that
is described in relation to mention algorithms indicate an existence of filter bubbles.
Effects of Filter Bubbles Found on Individuals
To answer RQ3: What positive and negative effects do a filter bubble have on the individual?, the effects found in the literature are presented and explained below. There are
multiple effects found, the majority are negative and are affecting the user in a bad way.
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There is only one positive effect of filter bubbles on individuals found in the literature.
The effect is the reduction of information overload, acknowledged in the paper by E.
Bozdag and J. Timmermans [39]. Moreover, the effect mentioned is also an effect of
individualizing rather than an effect of filter bubbles. As a matter of fact, the need of
reducing information overload is according to Bozdag and Timmermans also the reason
for introducing individualizing algorithms in the first place.
Meanwhile, there are multiple negative effects of filter bubbles found. The authors of
the article The spreading of misinformation online [40] are bringing up the relation to
confirmation bias as an effect of filter bubbles. They mean that filter bubbles fosters
confirmation bias, consequently causing distribution of biased and questionable information and, in the same token, it is causing polarization of opinions among people.
Furthermore, Engin Bozdag, in his article Bias In Algorithmic Filtering and Personalization [15], acknowledges that filter bubbles introduces new biases as well as reinforcing old ones. In addition to the effects mentioned above, W. Quattrociocchi et al. say
in their article Echo Chambers on Facebook [41], that people inside a filter bubble or
an echo chamber are rejecting explorational information (information from outside their
filter bubble) because it does not strengthen their beliefs. In summary, the close correlation with confirmation bias is recurring and is showing a cycle of effects, causing the
filter bubble to grow stronger. The cycle of effects is showing the way filter bubbles is
causing confirmation bias and in return, confirmation bias creates polarization in groups
of people. In turn, a polarized group can feed the filter bubble with information the user
already believes in. To clarify the cycle of effects, it is visualized in Figure 30.
When Q. Vera Liao and Wai-Tat Fu [42] study 28 people’s preferential selection of
information, they carefully take perceived threat and topic involvement into consideration. By perceived threat, they are referring to the reason for searching information,
e.g. heath or financial issues, and topic involvement is a term for how well-informed
a person is about a specific topic. Their results show that a person perceiving threat in
combination with having a low topic involvement is mainly searching for information
consistent with his or her beliefs. Meanwhile, a highly involved person (i.e. a person
well informed about the topic), despite perceived threat or not, are more likely to search
for a broad perspective of information, but then critically review information that do
not align with his or her beliefs. The authors of the study, Q. Vera Liao and Wai-Tat
Fu also show interest in finding out if a diverse selection of information can prevent
attitude polarization. They do find a significant moderation of attitude when people,
regardless of topic involvement, are exposed to diverse information. Moreover, people
highly involved in the topic are less likely to change their attitude and people with low
involvement more likely to change when exposed to diverse information.
Continuing with information search, the paper Detecting and Visualizing Filter Bubbles
in Google and Bing [43] conducted by T. R Dillahunt et al. is looking into how to
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measure and visualize filter bubbles in search engines. Their results show how people
start believing that the best search results always appears first. They tested this by
randomly scramble search results and could see that people still preferred the top results.
This is considered to be an effect of the filter bubble in the sense that the users assume,
and trust in, a well performed search and therefore stop the active search for reliable
information. Consequently, if people give up the active search for information, they
effectively hand over the responsibility to the search algorithms [44].

Figure 30: The cycle of filter bubbles creation and the effects, which creates a more
limited filter bubble.
The main findings of effects on individuals are summarized below.
• Reduction of information overload [39].

• Filter Bubbles fosters confirmation bias and polarization [40].

• New biases are introduced as well as reinforcing old ones [15].

• If a user in a filter bubble is presented with explorational information (information
from outside their filter bubble), it is rejected because it does not strengthen their
beliefs [41].
• People not involved or educated in a topic are less likely to change attitude when
presented opposing facts [42].
• Start believing the best search results always appears first (tested with randomly
scrambled results) [43].
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• If people give up the active search for information (may happen if they only consume information from individualized feeds), they effectively hand over the responsibility to the algorithms [44].
Effects of Filter Bubbles Found on Society
In this section, RQ4: What positive and negative effects do filter bubbles have on society?, are answered with what is found in the research together with explanation of
the results. When looking through the literature, some effects of filter bubbles and echo
chambers are presented. Several sources state that no effects, or very small and insignificant effects, of filter bubbles exist. It is stated by J. K. Lee et al. [45] that filter bubbles
yield no effect because the confirmation bias already creates the effect a theoretical filter
bubble would create, and therefore filter bubbles are not dangerous. Meanwhile, in The
spreading of misinformation online by M. Del Vicario et al. [40] it is concluded that because users tend to gather in communities of similar interests, an effect of filter bubbles
is polarization and segregation of opinions in society. M. Del Vicario et al. also state
that misinformation on social media is listed by World Economy Forum as one of the
main threats to society. Misinformation is also something that can spread easily in filter
bubbles and echo chambers as well because of the sharing between people with similar
beliefs. To summarize, whether significant effects on society exist is debated [45]. At
the same time, it is found that filter bubbles create polarization and segregation in the
society [40].
It is stated by A. Abisheva et al. [46], who conducted a sentiment analysis on data
crawled from several websites, that filter bubbles increase the polarization of discussion. They also find that polarization hinder discussion and collaboration between opposing thoughts and that a healthy society needs disagreement, which polarization is
creating. The two arguments are contradicting since disagreement can not be created
without discussion, but shows how filter bubbles and opinion polarization are not simple problems, but rather that they are often complex and have many point of views. At
the same time, it is stated by A. Hannak et al. [47], who analyzed google searches using
200 users in 2013, that the queries that are most personalized is the ones about politics.
They also found that personalized web searches can affect politics and local businesses
negatively. The main reason to why personalized searches affect things such as politics
and businesses is because, as stated in the effects on individuals, users tend to believe
the first search results are the best [43]. When a search result is personalized the information about politics that have opposing views might not be the first search result and
therefore might be dismissed by a user. At the same time, P. Resnick et al. [48], that
created a panel of professors from different Universities to review what scholars know
about selective exposure, have another idea. Although they find that likeminded me54
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dia is demonstrated in the US, they also find that likeminded media can inspire greater
rates of political participation. At a first glance, the results seem to work against each
other, but that is not necessarily true. Likeminded media might cause greater political
participation since it activates the users confirmation bias.
Common throughout these effects is polarization. Engin Bozdag [49], who conducted
research with a value sensitive design methodology, claims that when products are personalized implicitly, they should also be so explicitly. One example could be to explicitly informing the user what and why something is personalized. Bonzag also cites
Sunstein [50] who claims that personalization limits contradictory information, which
undermines deliberative democracy, a democracy where deliberation is central in decision making. Moreover, K. N. Hampton et al. [51] conducted a survey in 2008 to
find how communication technology is related to peoples network diversity. They find
that attending social events, such as neighborhood gatherings or church events, create
a greater social network diversity. They also find that most communication technology
is good for network diversity and that only a limited amount of technology affected the
diversity negatively. However, they also find that using social media is related to lower
participation in social events, and therefore affecting network diversity negatively. They
conclude that the total effects of social networking services are positive for diversity. To
conclude, effects on democracy are found due to users receiving a limited set of contradictory opinions [50] and that it is important to be open to users about personalization
in web services [49]. But it is also found that social networking services over all have
a positive effect on network diversity, with the exception of social media [51], which
would contradict the results claiming that filter bubbles causes polarization and segregation.
To summarize the findings, these are the main effects found on society:
• A healthy society needs disagreement, which polarization is creating. Although
polarization also hinders discussion between opposing thoughts [46].
• Personalized search result can affect politics and local businesses negatively [47].
• Likeminded media use can inspire greater rates of political participation [48].

• Filter bubbles limits contradictory information, which undermines deliberative
democracy [49].
• Social events create greater network diversity. Social media causes less participation in social events, althought the majority of communication technology is good
for network diversity [51].
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Discussion

In this section, a discussion of the project in full is conducted.

8.1

Findings

The correlation between behavior and exclusion are only visible in some cases, for
example, for bot 2, which likes channel 10, at day 49. For the first 25 and 75 posts, bot
2 have a larger part of channel 10 than the rest of the bots do, at 18%. However, the
same thing is not visible for bot 3, which also likes channel 10. At the top 25 posts, bot
3 has 0% of channel 10 in its feed. For bot 6, it is also visible that channel 4, which the
bot is liking, is more visible than for other bots. It is also somewhat visible for bot 7
which has the same behavior but not to the same extent. Furthermore, the bots that acted
passive, bot 1 and 14, still have different feeds. They also get excluded from different
channels, indicating that the behavior of bots is not the main reason to why their users
get excluded from certain channels.
The feed from day 1 does show exclusion of both channels and categories from the
bots, it is the top 25 posts of the feed that tends to exclude most, compared to top 75 and
top 250. However, the exclusion that is found, is rather even throughout all bots. This
yields a reason to believe that the social media platform give all new users an initial feed
that is based on factors that affect the distribution of the channels and categories. The
exclusion of certain channels and categories may be caused by few posts being posted
that day. It could also be a ranking done based on other users’ interests. In other words,
the exclusion in the initial feed is affecting all bots and is not considered to put any
individual bots into filter bubbles.
Filter Bubbles Existence
It is clear that in the individualized feed, the more posts being observed, the distribution
converges towards the ratio of posted posts per day, of both channels and categories,
regardless of what day in the experiment. I.e. the top 250 posts have a more even
distribution, and less exclusion, of both channels and categories than the top 25 posts.
Consequently, no filter bubbles seem to occur if the user goes further back in their feed.
This is similar to the results found by T. T. Nguyen et al. in their article Exploring
the Filter Bubble: The Effect of Using Recommender Systems on Content Diversity,
where they conclude that users who consume recommendation have a greater content
diversity. For this social media, the users seem to receive less exclusion when using
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more of their personalized feed. The results also align with several of the research from
the literature study which does not find signs of filter bubbles or minimal signs of them.
In the results from the bots, no clear signs of filter bubbles are found. However, this can
only be asserted on this specific social media. Something to keep in mind is that the
user chooses what to get in their feed by following different channels. This activates the
confirmation bias, and the user is probably more likely to only follow channels that they
already agree with. Something else to note is that the users are not receiving any content
that explores their beliefs unless the channel uploads it. The findings can therefore not
conclude that no echo chambers or filter bubbles exist, but it indicates that algorithmic
exclusion and bias might not be as big of a problem as earlier thought.
Channel 9 does a very interesting increase in the bots’ feeds, at least when comparing
the feeds at the specified occasions, day 1, 25 and 49. However, looking at Channel
9 at any bot’s feed over time, the increase is not significant. This could be caused by
temporary changes in post ratio during the last days of the experiment. Other channels
may have a decreased post ratio during day 49, meanwhile, channel 9 has a higher post
ratio than usual. Notably, channel 9 is a channel that is posting news from all over the
world, however, no major events, that could affect a news feed significantly occurred
on day 49. Even though channel 9 is filling the feed, making other channels take less
space, it is not considered to be a major issue from an ethical point of view, since the
channel consists of news it is rather expanding the filter bubble for users than excluding
them from important information. With that said, the content of the posted news is not
analyzed and may contain harmful or extremely polarized information.
One bot that stands out in the results, is bot 6 at day 49. The most notable thing about bot
6 is that channel 9 only takes up 2% of the feed, meanwhile, the mean value of visibility
of channel 9 for the other bots is 53%. As mentioned above, channel 9 is becoming
more visible during the three days analyzed, it is therefore surprising that channel 9’s
visibility is reduced to only 2% for bot 6. It is also notable, that for bot 6, channel 10, 4
and 3 have many more posts on the front page than they do for other bots. For channel
3, the mean value of other bots on the front page is 3.4% while the amount of posts
from channel 3 for bot 6 is 26%. These are big differences and there is no explanation
for why these changes would occur. Of course, it is important to emphasize that the
differences correct themselves already at 75 posts. This is the only bot, in comparison
to the others, that show strong signs of a filter bubble effect, but because of the effect
only being visible on the first 25 posts, and completely disappear at 75 posts, the filter
bubble effect seems minimal. Although it strengthens the finding that the effect becomes
smaller the more a user uses the individualized feed.
In this thesis, a technical definition of a filter bubble is presented in order to determine
if the experiment proves the existence of filter bubbles or not. When deciding on what
limit is acceptable for a channel or category to be removed from the feed before it is
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considered to be excluding content from the user, the standard deviation of the mean
ratio of posts is taken into account to make sure avoiding daily variations of new posts.
The accepted ratio is then decided well below the standard deviation subtracted from the
mean value, for the top 250, meanwhile, no separate definitions are set for top 25 and
75. When considering the results and the absence of visible filter bubbles, according to
the technical definition, it is questionable whether the accepted ratio defined is too low.
Meanwhile, there are categories found to be excluded, at least from the top 25 and 75,
it possible that multiple, more specific definitions for the considered number of posts,
is more appropriate than using the one computed from the top 250 posts. However, the
definition for the channels is based on the mean value and standard deviation of posted
posts per day, which has nothing to do with the top 250, and still, the same pattern of
more exclusion for top 25 and 75 is present in the results of channels.
The main focus of the experiment is on the implicit filter bubble, caused by liking different types of posts. Meanwhile, the explicit type of filter bubbles and their effects are
considered in the literature study. On the other hand, an explicit filter bubble is sort
of engaged in at the start of the experiment by following the same channels, where the
channels are explicitly chosen. This creates an initial feed that according to the general
definition of filter bubbles (see section 2.1) may be considered as an explicit one.
Something to note about the published studies is that some of them have made conclusions about filter bubbles’ existence based on surveys. There are some problems with
surveys or methods where people are supposed to self-report signs of exclusion, because
humans might not be aware of exclusion, or that their confirmation bias might cause
them to unknowingly only consider one side of information. Of course, it is important
to study humans’ own reflections of consumed information, but it is questionable if that
create reliable conclusions in the existence of filter bubbles or echo chambers.
Filter Bubble Effects
Only one positive effect on individuals of filter bubbles is found in the literature. A
reason as to why so few positive effects of filter bubbles are found may be because the
filter bubble itself is considered to be a harmful phenomenon. Therefore, the researchers
within the subject are not focusing on the eventual positive effects of it. On the other
hand, it could also be as simple as it does not exist any other positive effects of filter
bubbles for the individual person, except the reduction of information overload and
maybe the temporary satisfaction the user gets of confirming its beliefs.
Something that is found in the literature, and presented as the positive effect on individuals, is that filter bubbles, or rather individualization, can reduce information overload.
This is seen in the results from the bots. Even though some categories and channels are
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reduced, and excluded, the overall distribution is good, except for bot 6 on day 49. This
indicates that an individualized feed does reduce information overload, without necessarily excluding users from different channels or categories. This is especially visible
when the user looks a bit further in the feed than just the front page. The categories indicate that the bots have an even distribution of subjects in their feeds, however, whether
the bots are excluded from other subjects than covered by the categories, is not possible
to determine with the current data. However, an effect that is found, is that users tend
to think that the first results in a search are the best. With the findings from the bots,
this is problematic. Using bot 6’s front page at day 49, Figure 9, it is clear that the first
page is problematic, while just looking at the first 75 posts, no exclusion occurs. If this
would have been a search result and the user considers the first results to be the best,
and therefore do not look at the next pages of the results, the user would be in a filter
bubble. This is also important since the channel that was the most excluded, channel 9
as earlier mentioned, is a channel that mostly posts news about the world. If this would
be excluded from a search, a user might not realize that he or she is missing out on
important information, which is hiding in the second or third page of the search results.
It is easy to claim that if a user is put in a filter bubble, they can look up the lost information on their own. Confirmation bias shows that humans are more likely to not
look up lost information unless it is something they actively want to know. By some,
filter bubbles are not considered a problem because of confirmation bias, claiming that
the same effect would happen regardless of algorithms online since humans already
interpret or read the information we already believe to be true. It is found that filter
bubbles foster confirmation bias and polarization on individuals. At the same time, it
is found that filter bubbles limit contradicting information, which undermines deliberative democracy in societies. These findings are strengthening each other. Since filter
bubbles limit contradictory information, it fosters confirmation bias and reinforces biases. Something that can be questioned is how much of these effects that are created by
algorithms and which effects that might be created by just confirmation bias. Another
finding is that users reject and critically review information that is exploring their filter
bubble, meaning that information that does not align with their own biases is either completely rejected or reviewed more critically. This together with confirmation bias and
echo chambers might make the filter bubble effect irrelevant. In this case, it is important
to ask whether there is a difference for people to see that information exists, even if they
do not read it or look at it. As an example, if a human is looking at a news site, they
see news about a war on the other side of the planet. Then it does not really matter if
the person reads the news stories about the war, because they still know that there is a
war. If on the other hand, an algorithm does not show that article, since it decides that
the person probably is not interested in reading it, the human might not even be aware
that there is a war going on and miss important information completely. Moreover, it
is crucial to distinguish between consumed and existing information, because not being
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aware of information existence might have a greater effect than just not consuming it
because of confirmation bias.

8.2

Breaking the Filter Bubble

The responsibility of breaking the filter bubble lies on both the user and the social media
platforms that use individualizing algorithms. It is important to find a good explorationexploitation trade-off in the algorithm, in order for the user to consume information
from outside their filter bubble as well as inside. The social media platform used in
this project seem to not have a big problem of excluding subjects from the user. However, they do not seem to use much exploring either, since the feed only consists of the
channels chosen by the user, and seem to rather exploit the content already chosen by
the user. One way the social media platform could get more exploring in their users’
content is to use the "-greedy algorithm (see section 2.4), for example, with " = 0.04,
then for each post, the post has a probability of 4% that it is exploring, which means it
is randomly selected from any channels on the social media, including the ones that the
user is not following. This would both benefit the smaller channels, which might not be
found by users otherwise, but also for the user, to see some exploring content in their
feed.
The user can, of course, do some things to break their own filter bubble. For example,
they can make sure to find their information from more than one place. It is important
that people do not just find news and information from links that appear in their individualized feeds since that is still exploiting the filter bubble. As a user, one can also
consider to look at more than the first page of their searches, or look at more than just
the first page or posts of their personalized feeds and products, since it decreases the
effect of filter bubbles.

8.3

Classifier

For benchmarking purposes, two classifiers are compared to one another. One is built
based on machine learning and the statistical model logistic regression, meanwhile, the
second one is a simpler, more intuitive approach of classifying text. The implementations of the two classifiers are explained in section 6. The accuracy is clearly worse
for the simpler classifier, only 44% compared to the machine learning classifier’s 81%.
The low accuracy points to the classifier having too few parameters to work from when
predicting the category of a text. Since the simple classifier only uses occurrences of
the words, not a tf-idf matrix such as the machine learning classifier, it does not have
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the information of how important a word is for the particular category. Furthermore,
the algorithm of the simple classifier is biased towards categories that appears early alphabetically. In other words, if a title contains an equal amount of words from multiple
categories, it is classified as the category appearing first alphabetically. Consequently,
this leads to a higher chance for a title to be classified as category Biology rather than
Politics and Economics. Moreover, the simpler classifier is also marking titles that do
not contain any of the 50 top words for any category as a None, this is indeed contributing to the low accuracy since some titles from the test set are not even classified.
Taking a look at the confusion matrices for both classifiers, in Table 7 and 8, it is seen
how the predictions are scattered across the categories. The largest difference is that the
predictions by the machine learning classifier are more centralized along the diagonal in
comparison to the simple classifier, which means the predictions of the machine learning classifier are more precise than the simple classifiers’. In addition, for the simple
classifier the bias towards categories first in the alphabetic order, is visible through the
high numbers in columns more towards the left and lower numbers in the columns to the
right. Through the matrices, it is possible to determine that the two classes the machine
learning classifier have most difficulties with predicting are the classes Other and Technology. The category Other is a very inconsistent category, containing almost any type
of title, that does not belong to any other of the nine categories. This makes the predicting of titles to this category very scattered. For the simple classifier, the categories
that it has trouble determining between our Society and TV, Movie, Media. Since the
simple classifier uses word occurrences for predicting, the two categories most likely
have many often occurring words in common.

8.4

Literature Study

The reason why a literature study is conducted rather than a study with humans is that
it is difficult to study humans in a way which shows the effect of filter bubbles. It
would require two persons with a very similar environment in order to show that they
should see the same information but do not. It is also found that several others already
conducted some studies where, for example, people searching for the same search term
on Google get different results. Since it is already proven several times that Google
gives different results to different users, no value is found in repeating such a study.
Finding literature on the subject is not easy. As explained in Limitations (3.2), social
media usage change rapidly and just looking at the last couple of years the algorithms
used online has changed a lot, which makes it difficult to find relevant literature. The
concept of filter bubbles is also fairly new and not much research is conducted on the
subject. The research is often focusing on humans and social networks rather than
algorithms which makes it difficult to find other findings on the subject of algorithms
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that exclude users from different topics.

8.5

Weaknesses of the Project

While conducting the project, some weaknesses are found.
Not Letting the Bots Click on Links
The bots do not click on links, posts etc. on the social media platform. This means
that the platform does not get as many cookies and data from the bots as they might
need. This also differs from the bots from humans in behavior, since humans often click
around and stay on certain pages to read, among other things. When initially starting
the project, this was not considered as much as IP-addresses and geographical location.
In hindsight, letting the bots physically click on posts, more than just the like-button,
might yield different results.
Choosing Channels for the Bots
In this project, ten different channels are used. When selecting the channels, the number
of followers are taken into consideration together with the fact that the channels sometimes have categories on their posts. Something that is not taken into account is the
generation of posts for the different channels. Even though the channels have a similar
amount of followers, it is clear that they do not generate the same amount of posts.
Something else that should be taken into account is that the channels used in this project
are similar in their main subjects. Choosing channels that differ more might create
different results. After starting the bots, it is found that the social media platform recommends following five channels. This is discovered after the start of the experiment
and is not implemented for this project. If the experiment is reconstructed, it might yield
different results with just following five channels.
Length of the Project
The experiment is conducted for seven weeks. A real user that uses social media is might
active for several years. The results might differ from what a real user sees because of
the limited time frame.
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Conclusion

In this section, conclusions about the project as a whole and the results of the project
are presented.
To summarize RQ1 Do filter bubbles exist on a social media platform?, no clear signs
of filter bubbles are found. Although some exclusion occurs throughout the project, the
bots’ feeds are similar to each other and no bot stands out as getting a different content
than the others, with the exception of bot 6 at the first 25 posts, day 49. One thing to note
is that, when it occurs, the exclusion is most visible at the first 25 posts but decreases
much at 75, and at 250 posts, almost no exclusion occurs. It is therefore concluded that
exclusion and filter bubble effects decrease if a user looks at more posts in their feed.
For RQ2 What evidence is available for the existence of filter bubbles?, research that
both support the theories of filter bubbles as well as not is found. Whether filter bubbles
exist or not depends on how they are defined. In the experiment, for example, filter
bubbles are defined to appear when algorithms drastically exclude content from the feed
to the user, but if filter bubbles are defined as a feed in which algorithms only exploits
content, the users are considered to be in a filter bubble since they only see the channels
they are following, although the user is then in an explicit filter bubble.
Henceforth, for RQ3 What positive and negative effects do a filter bubble have on the
individual?, the main effects which are found on individuals are polarization and that
filter bubbles create confirmation bias. This is found in different forms from multiple
published papers on the subject.
Similarly, it is found that for RQ4 What positive and negative effects do filter bubbles
have on society?, that filter bubbles themselves do not have a direct effect, but the effect
filter bubbles have on individuals can affect the society. An example of an effect brought
up is that polarization can hinder discussion between opposing thoughts, which is an
effect of polarization, which is caused by filter bubbles. The most important finding
is that filter bubbles can undermine deliberative democracy by limiting people from
opposing thoughts or by personalizing search results.
Despite technical problems causing downtime of the crawler, the data is still sufficient
for concluding the statements above. Mainly because it is the changes from first to last
crawl that is relevant for determining how individualization may or may not create filter
bubbles. The project as a whole is considered to fulfill its main goal of evaluating the
existence of filter bubbles and their effects by presenting results from both a conducted
experiment and a qualitative literature study and discussing the main findings.
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Future work

Something that becomes apparent when researching filter bubbles is that it is a problem
which affects people on many levels. This project is mainly testing the filter bubble theory on technology and is looking at findings from other research. Many researchers are
focusing on people by looking at social networks or how people with different political
opinions interact with each other online. To get to the bottom of the filter bubble effect
it is needed to analyze the effect of different social media and online interaction have on
humans. In this project, only one social media is analyzed, and the effect it may have
on their users are left out. To conclude effects and existence of filter bubbles, a similar
research needs to be concluded on real users, and it should not be limited to only look
at one social media since people often use more than one website frequently.
One way such a project could be conducted is to make it similar to this one, by exchanging the bots with humans. In this way, the humans can be asked to spend a certain
amount of time on the social media platform, and like everything they think is interesting or funny. The feed can then be crawled in the same way as it is in this project and
the feeds can be compared to each other. In addition, the users can be interviewed about
how they have experienced the personalized feed. The same procedure could then be
repeated on several social media platforms, in order to see if filter bubble effects occur
similarly on more than one social media.
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